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ESOL Entry 1 Assessment Task
Follow a short narrative – Rt/E1.1
Read the article below and answer the questions.

Rupert wore a red coat and Sarah wore a black coat. James didn’t wear
a coat. Ben went to the shops. Ben was married to Joanne. Joanne was
21 years old and Ben was 23 years old. Ben and Joanne had a baby girl.
Their baby girl was called Lucie.

1) Who has a baby?
2) What colour coat did Sarah wear?
3) How old was Joanne?
4) Did James wear a coat?
5) Where did Ben go?
6) Was Joanne’s baby called Lucinda?
7) What colour coat did Rupert wear?
8) How many people are mentioned in the article?

NAME: ______________________________

DATE: ______________________________

This resource was kindly contributed by Amanda Burgess, WEA (Workers’ Educational Association), Southern Region.
Entry 1 ESOL tasks - used as evidence that given learning outcome has been achieved. Also useful for diagnostic assessment.
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ESOL Entry 1 Assessment Task
Recognise signs and symbols – Rw/E1.1
The signs below do not have the correct description. Write the
correct words next to each sign.

No petrol left

Put your lost
phone here

Wheelchair races
here

You can smoke
cigarettes here

Dogs can run loose

NAME: ______________________

DATE: ______________________
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ESOL Entry 1 Assessment Task
Write a simple sentence using correct word order – Ws/E1.1

The girl goes to school

-

The man walks to the shops

Write a sentence putting the words in the correct order. It needs
to be only four or five words like the sentences above.

NAME: ________________________

DATE: _________________________
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